What is a student, what do they want and how
do we know? A brief introduction to Dig-In
Hello and welcome to Dig-In. I’m Alfie, the “resident blogger”, and I’ve been asked to
put together some sort of write up for YMS. I can only apologise really.
Before we properly get started, yes that’s how you write it. It’s not Digin, DigIn, Digging
or, god forbid, DgN. Just plain old Dig-In with a hyphen, like Spider-Man or… fourtytwo? The chances are that if you’re reading this, you’re either bored or you want to
know more about this lovely company; this symphony in orange. Hopefully it’s the
latter, but with any luck this write up will be a jaunty breeze.

We are a company that endeavours to give students a voice. Giving a certain
demographic “a voice” is a cliché that gets thrown around a lot these days, but
ultimately that’s what we do. Now more than ever there has been an epidemic of
disenfranchised youths - people in university - and through whatever means we can,
we want to help. Everyone at Dig-In believes they have a duty of care to students and
universities and that’s because we do. We’re determined to make the right ethical
decision at every given opportunity.
As a little background, we started as a company that would more or less welcome
students into their new lives; be their first friends in what Christopher Platt, the CEO,
called the “most exciting and terrifying day” of his life. Eventually though, Chris noticed
that such a captive audience had enormous potential to not only help brands, but to
make genuine change with a generation that we are passionate about encouraging
to be politically active. Of the 350,000 students who received a Dig-In box in the first
year of us implementing a survey, 104,000 of them completed it. And this only gets
better year on year, with 90% of students receiving a Dig-In package on their first day
of uni.

Chris wanted to give students an option to be heard, as well as help them through
what might be ailing them, such as mental health issues, questions and queries about
sex, or politics. Regarding the latter, this is something Chris is very passionate about
and in his own words:

“My generation took
peace, democracy and
the truth for granted.
But they’re not these
immovable and
unchangeable elements
of life - they’re fragile.”

With that, we ask students what they do and do not like and try to help them be heard.
Dig-In are getting over 500k responses covering the likes of politics, the environment,
brand feedback and so much more through surveys. Since the Dig-In app launched in
2019, we’ve had over 10 million responses to our surveys; with 1,600 responses within the
first 24 hours of each survey, on average.
We also run a mental health survey which is currently in its fourth year and with 100,000
responses, it’s the largest of its kind in the world.
There’s an almost startling amount of surveys on our app - some fun and some serious and they all help people understand who students are and what they want from life.
Did you know, for example, that 52% of students who liked pineapple on pizza also liked
Reese’s Pieces? Presumably they still do actually. Not a clue why I wrote that in the past
tense. Anyway, that’s just one example obviously and you’re not going to build a
company based on some teens and people in their twenties liking the combination of
sweet and savoury, but you get the idea; that’s the sort of invaluable information we
can give you.

54%

like pineapple
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68%

prefer British to
American
chocolate

Fancy something a little more juicy? It does get more serious than pizza and chocolate,
don’t worry about that. Somewhat more relevantly, there have been a fair amount of
Covid and political surveys.
By all accounts, students don’t really know what the two main political parties in
England stand for, with only 17% being clear of the Conservative Party’s main policies,
and Labour doesn’t fare much better with only 25% of students understanding their
main policies. Perhaps it’s not surprising then that if there was an election “tomorrow”,
22% of students wouldn’t bother voting.
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Most shockingly though, and I advise that you sit down for this one, 60% of students
prefer smooth peanut butter, with the latter 40% choosing crunchy. God has
abandoned us.

Knowing that as we do now, maybe the next
Dig-In box will have smooth peanut butter in it.
That’s basically how this works. A very
symbiotic relationship between students and
Dig-In exists. We don’t want people’s data
and we have no interest in calling up the
secret service in some country and telling them
that “Mo Peters at Bath Spa likes baked beans
mixed into his pasta lol wtf” or anything more
insidious than that. We just want people’s
opinions so we can help them have a better
time in and around uni.
The most capitalist or unsaintly this whole
operation gets is essentially, let’s say for
example that you’re a bread company (I think
they’re colloquially known as bakeries) and
you’re wondering which bready products to
market to students for their breakfast. It’s a
contrived setup for a very niche scenario, I’ll
give you that, but I currently have the results of
that survey to hand so you’ll have to bear with
me.
If you were in that sort of conundrum, then you could come to us and say “hello Dig-In,
we’re a bakery and we don’t know what type of bread students want for breakfast,”
and we would say “hello bakery, we’re glad you asked” and then tell you that 34% of
students favour the humble bagel, with 32% choosing toast, 24% going for the crumpet,
and only 9% opting for muffins. That seems awfully harsh on the muffin - my favourite but I guess that’s why these surveys are handy; they show you the error of your ways
and now you know to put more elbow grease into getting students to buy your bagels.

That’s knocked me for six actually. How can only 9% of students like muffins the best?
They’re delicious!? That’s come from a survey of 4.5k responses. My mum always told
me I was one in 409. I guess I never believed her up until now.
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Moving back to politics, you’ll more likely than not remember when Boris Johnson
announced that the UK-based death toll due to Coronavirus had exceeded 100
thousand. It was a horrible slice of news and one that didn’t go unnoticed by the
students of Britain. Within 12 hours, we had amassed around 5000 responses to a
new survey asking what they thought of the government’s approach to the global
health crisis.
When asked “Did the government do 'everything it could' to prevent 100k deaths?”
as Johnson had claimed, 88% of students said that no, they didn’t do everything they
could.

"We did
everything
we could."

88%

of students
disagree

Building on that, 60% of students agreed that Boris should resign, which more or less
goes hand-in-hand with the 56% of students that thought the Labour Party would
have done a better job with the pandemic.
The good news though is that the majority of students are confident with the UK’s
vaccine supplies, with 62% giving them the thumbs up. Somewhat surprisingly, as
many as 78% of students say that they hadn’t broken any Covid lockdown rules in the
month leading up to the survey.
If ever there was a stat to prove that students got a hard time from the media
compared to the rest of society, that’s one of them and it feeds into our entire
mantra about helping a huge group of people who - especially in this time - have
been hung out to dry by a pretty distant and uncaring government and a large
portion of people who like to the point the
“insubordinate” finger.
In every aspect of Dig-In, that’s very much the driving force behind it all and it comes
from respecting a group of people who are adults, but often don’t get treated like it.

Chris said this himself when he told me:

“Despite everything we know there is one secret above all
else for how to speak to
students.
The same way as you wanted
to be spoken to when you were
18. As an adult.”
To be perfectly honest, I’m not sure why he told me that explicitly. I’m just a blogger
really. I’m currently eating a packet of biscuits that I’ve had open for a dangerous
amount of time. In any case I’m glad he did; it sounds good and I’ll probably claim it
as my own quote at some point in the future.
We respect students and they like us. We’re like a helpful friend - the one who looks
after the passports and books the cabs on a holiday. Every group has one. It's just
that we happen to be a group of several people and a dog called Jenson. He says
hi, by the way. He’s nice like that.
Anyway, with the whole mutual respect thing in mind, students tell us things that they
probably wouldn’t tell other brands.
A whopping 1404 students answered the question about whether or not they used
sex toys and 51% said yes. That’s quite a lot. Granted, the margins are about as fine
as they could have been, but a majority’s a majority. Just ask the bloody
government, eh? Am I right fellas? Eh? Bunch of clowns! Got’em!!!
Want more? In a survey about whether size mattered that had 1389 answers, which
is more than your average toothpaste gets when it comes to dentists, in true student
fashion, 32% said that they were “undecided”. In second place with 31% was “kind of”
which, again, is a pretty non-committal yes. After that, “not really” and “not at all”
placed third and fourth with 16% and 15% respectively, before “absolutely” got the
final 6%.

Yeah there’s one for you to talk about over dinner with the grandparents.
To summarise, Dig-In has huge plans for the
future and we’re going to achieve them by
any means possible. There’s the Freshers
Giveaway that had students win
£30,000 worth of prizes between September
and November last year and as we speak,
students all over the country are trying to win
one of many Dig-In megaphones. Why?
Honestly I don’t know. Bit of fun, innit?

Together we make a noise
that can't be ignored.

